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I want you to meet Drali. Part Zen master, part inspiring leader, part unknown unit. He leads us through experiences that are only possible in his mind. Join us on his eternally optimistic journey and live the fresh, positive lifestyle of Mentos. Photographing wildlife is an exciting challenge. When you hit the path, you have no idea what kind of creatures you'il encounter along the way.
This is a photography school that requires you to be alert and carefully scan your surroundings, looking for even the slightest movement in the grass or rustling in the leaves. For best results in capturing these unpredictable encounters with wildlife (and having the best photos to share on Instagram), here are a few things I mean. Animals won't wait for you to change your lens. To
save time, I hold a 75-300mm lens on my Canon 5D Mark II. It's a simple wide-range telephoto lens, plus it allows me to take close-up shots while maintaining a safe distance. 01/11 Kay Lani Kennedy; @kaelanisays This is a photo of a sloth I came across at the National Wildlife Refuge in Costa Rica. When I was ready with my telephoto, I was able to take this photo from a
distance, which did not make the sloth feel threatened. I also saved time by making my telelens ready for work. Not like this little guy spinning around fast, but saving time and being at a safe distance means I don't bother him for long. Continue to 2 of 11 below. 02/11 Kay Lani Kennedy; @kaelanisays As the clouds pass and as the day progresses, so does the lighting. That's why I
periodically take time to adjust camera settings. There is nothing worse than accidentally taking indescribable shots when wildlife appears. The lighting on the beach is especially challenging, but beautiful if you have the right settings. I met a man with a Spanish Mustang at north Carolina's outer banks. It was past noon, but not quite the Golden Hour, so the sun, which reflected
the sand and ocean behind this horse, was harsh, but created a beautiful effect of shine around the grass and horse. Continue to 3 of 11 below. 03/11 Kay Lani Kennedy; @kaelanisays The best thinking you should have when trying to photograph wildlife is to be a guest. I am the one who enters the animal's homeland, and whatever they present to me is a merciful gift. Not only
will it be rude, but dangerous to try to attract the attention of the animal and make him pose for the shot I expect. I'm just an observer in the daily life of an animal in the wild. It's extremely dangerous to interact with bears. Once, while filming a grizzly in Denali National Park, a man in my group was whistling a bear to make him look. Not only was it disrespectful to the bear, it also
put everyone in our group in danger. So when I came across this bear in National Park I knew I'd keep my mouth shut, take my pictures and move on quickly so I wouldn't invade the bear's space. Continue to 4 of 11 below. 04/11 Kay Lae Lenny Kennedy; Kennedy; Animals don't have words, but they talk a lot about how they're worn. An animal that curves that is backwards,
growling or rocking is a sure sign that animals do not want to do anything with you, and you need to step back (remember, you are a guest). If you feel that you are not welcome, then most likely this animal is throwing some back vibrations. That raccoon in Vancouver Stanley Park wasn't there. As soon as the prison broke the ennouts, I realized it was time to continue on the way to
the Sea Wall. Continue to 5 of 11 below. 05/11 Kay Lani Kennedy; @kaelanisays They can hear you. They'il probably see you. Wildlife sees us as other animals. I was lucky enough to capture the moose migration through the Alpine tundra on Trail Ridge Road in Rocky Mountain National Park. These are animals that are accustomed to the presence of humans. When they reach
Estes Park a few kilometres down the mountain range, they are greeted by people approaching them to take pictures as pets. But they are not, and their seemingly soft temperament is not a free pass to get close. When I was filming, that young dollar was looking right in my direction. And although he was not interested in the presence of the people there, he was alert and ready to
leave or protect the elk gang if someone got too close. Continue to 6 of 11 below. 06/11 Kay Lae Lenny Kennedy; @kaelanisays This mountain goat has blocked the narrow path down the road from the Grinnell Glacier in Glacier National Park. On the right we have a steep hill, and on the left - a wall of rocks. We didn't want to make the goat feel threatened by walking around, or
scare him, trying to sneak in, so we had to wait for him to pass us by before we could move on. We tried to make it less intimidating by talking to the goat calmly and even tonely as he casually approached. Continue to 7 of 11 below. 07/11 Kay Lae Lenny Kennedy; @kaelanisays This little monkey of Capuchini caused a lot of unrest in the canopy of hacienda baru's wildlife refuge
in Costa Rica. He was fast and his movements were unpredictable. Using burst helped me capture the moment he took a short break at the branch before climbing higher into the sun. Continue to 8 of 11 below. 08/11 Kay Lae Lenny Kennedy; @kaelanisays if you're on a boat, sit right behind the captain. If you're on a bus passing through Denali National Park, sit right behind the
rangers driving. They know where to look for wildlife and they see wildlife first. When the ranger spotted a group of elk on the side of the denali National Park road, I was able to take pictures first before other photographers were able to set up tripods. Continue to 9 of 11 below. 09/11 Kay Lae Lenny Kennedy; @kaelanisays photo of an animal in its environment can tell a bigger
story. I snapped that moment as I sailed the Cyclay fjords with Major Marin Tours. From and capture the mountains and the other ship gives the photo a real sense of place, history, and gives the eye a lot of beauty to get into. Continue to 10 of the 11 below. 10/11 Kay Lae Lenny Kennedy; @kaelanisays I didn't expect to see a bald eagle while canoeing in South Sound just outside
Akadia National Park. But I was ready with my camera to cover in the dry bag, just in case. And I'm glad I came prepared. Just as we were passing Bar Island, an eagle stood from the trees. Not only are photographing animals in the movement a challenge, but also taking pictures of the spirit of this animal. You see its authentic, natural beauty. Continue to 11 of 11 below. 11/11
Kae Lanie Kennedy; @kaelanisays What is fun about photographing animals is that they do not care about their appearance. They are not self-conscious and do not worry about which side is better. Bison look like such lactating animals, but capturing this moment in the Yellowstone Valley by a few bison swirling in the dirt made for a funnier and more unique photo. Life is better
with friends, isn't it? This is true for humans, as well as for many animal species. Therefore, it is no wonder that some species have found ways to rely on each other for food, shelter and protection from predators. It is called symbiosis - when two types form a relationship that is mutually beneficial for both sides. Here are seven great examples of animal partnership in the wild.
Buffalo water and a seagull from livestock in Lower Zambezi. Getty Images/Heinrich van den Berg for livestock live on insects. And in the sava, they have found the perfect place to pursue them. At the top of the ubiquitous buffalo. From their high peak, they can see the bugs and hover to conquer them. But they don't just ride the free ride. They earn their place by picking harmful
insects such as fleas and ticks from the water buffalo. They also have an increased sense of danger and can alert their hosts if the danger is in the area. Carrion beetles in a hydnora africana flower in Africa. Getty Images As their name suggests, scavengers thrive by eating dead animals. They also lay their eggs there so that their larvae can eat the meat as they develop. But they
are not the only insects that use this trick, and often faster-growing larvae will eat their rivals to reduce competition. Enter the mites. When scavengers travel to their next meal, they carry mites on their backs - giving them free travel and access to food. In return, mites are stuffed with dead meat on arrival, eating eggs or larvae that do not belong to scavenging beetles. Competition
is reduced and they earn their next free trip. Zebras and ostriches work together to stay alert to predators. Robert K Huntington/Getty Images and ostriches are prey for faster animals. As such, they should maintain an increased sense of for danger. The problem is that zebras - while they have excellent vision - - really have a good sense of smell. Ostriches, on the other hand, have
a great sense of smell, but not so great vision. So the two clever species come out together, relying on the zebra's eyes and ostrich noses to keep predators ashore. The Colombian tarantula and the frog work together to survive. Getty Images at first glance, you might think the Colombian immodest tarantula doesn't eat the frog because it doesn't like the taste. But their
relationship is bigger. These specific spiders and frogs are found in the same area and even live in the same holes as each other. From spiders, frogs get protection (no other predator would approach), as well as the remnants of the spider's food. What do tarantulas get in return? Frogs eat ants and other insects that could otherwise be feasted on tarantula eggs. The Egyptian
crocodile opens wide for cleaning from the shovel. Pinterest/Roger Jakobsen The partnership between the Egyptian crocodile and the cheeky one is such that it is almost to be seen to be believed. As the photo shows, the plopover finds food by shaving it from the crocodile's teeth. It's a brave bird! While eating, he keeps the crocodile's teeth clean and healthy. Food for a plopover
and a dental examination of a crocodile. The honeybees lead the badger to the prize and then get stuck to clean up. Getty Images As their name suggests, copper neys love their honey. And they can easily find him. But there's only one problem. They get to him when he's in a hive. Their decision? Look for a honey badger, a mammal that loves honey almost as much as they do.
The honeys open on the hives and get something, leaving the rest of the honey to fry the birds. A win-win for everyone! The symbiotic relationship between shrimp with a gun and yellow shrimp. Getty Images / Franco Banfi Pistol shrimp are cruel predators that can snap their nails together so tightly that a jet of water screws up. But for as good as they may be in capturing prey,
they are also very vulnerable to predators themselves because of their poor eyesight. Thus, the shrimp with a gun have developed a partnership with corks, a fish with good vision that works by seeing eye fish for shrimp. The tail of the gobi remains in contact with the shrimp antenna so that the fish can signal when the danger is close. In return, they get free access to the holes of
the lattice shrimp, so that both can hide to escape predators. Predators.
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